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The aim of this paper is to discuss the cocompletness of a certain class of cate-
gories, the generalized algebraic categories. These categories are a natural gen-
eralization of the categories of universal algebras — they were first defined in [1] 
by Trnkova and Goralcik in connection with Wyler's paper [2]. This class of cate-
gories contains not only all the categories of universal algebras, but also some 
categories of topological and convergent spaces and other well-known categories. 
A generalized algebraic category, denoted by A(F, G), where F and G are set 
functors (i.e. functors from the category of sets into itself), is the category, the objects 
of which are pairs (X, co), X a set, co a mapping from FX to GX; the morphisms 
from (X, co) to (X', co') are all the mappings / : X -> X' such that the diagram, 
consisting of Ff, co, Gf, co' is commutative. In particular in the covariant case (both 


















We shall deal only with these A(F, G) which have a common variance of F and G; 
the case of different variances is the subject of another paper [6]. 
Several papers study the question of the existence of limits and colimits in 
A(F, G) in connection with the choice of the two set functors ([1], [3] - [6]). In the 
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covariant case this problem was fully solved for sums, [3] and coequalizers, [4], and 
so, by adding cosingleton in the current paper, we are able to give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the cocompleteness and the finite cocompleteness. We also 
turn our attention to the preservation of the colimits by the natural forgetful functor 
(i.e. to the colimits which in underlying sets and mappings coincide with the colimits 
in the category of sets). The contravariant case proves to be much simpler. Here we 
even give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of colimits of all 
diagrams over any given diagram scheme. Moreover we show that whenever colimits 
exist they are preserved by the forgetful functor. 
Let us remark that originally the generalized algebraic categories were defined 
in a bit different way, as categories A(F, G, d) where S = {on, i e 1} is a type 
(i.e. on are ordinals) with objects (X, {cot, i e I}), where co% : (FX)ai -> GX, and 
morphisms/ : (X, {cou i el}) -> (X', {co'iy i e / } ) fulfilling: for every i the diagrame 
with (Ff)ai, coiy Gf, co\ is commutative. In this form it is more evident how these 
categories originated — clearly the category of universal algebras of the type b is 
just the category A(Iy I, d) (I is the identity functor). Clearly for every A(F, G, 6) 
there exists a functor F* such that A(F*, G) is isomorphic with A(F, G, 6) — in 
this sense the two definitions are equivalent. 
We use this oportunity to thank Dr. V. Trnkova who adviced us during our 
whole work on this problem. 
I. Preliminaries 
I. 1. Convention 
As usual we denote by ft° the class of objects of a category Sf, by S(a , b) the 
set of morfisms from a to b, a,b e S°. 
We shall use the usual terminology from the theory of categories: diagram in 
a category (i.e. a functor from a small category into this one-covariant or contra-
variant), bound and cobound, limit and colimit etc. The limit of the empty diagram 
in ;f (the empty functor to ®) is called the singleton of ff — it is such an object, to 
which there leads just one morphism from any other object; analogously the colimit 
of the empty diagram is consingleton, from which there leads always just one 
morphism. 
I. 2. Convention 
Denote by Set the category of sets and mappings. We work in the Godel-Bernays 
set theory, indicating by GGH that we assume the generalized continum hypothesis. 
The cardinality of a set X is denoted by \X\; 0 is the empty set, 1 the standart 
one-point set 1 = {0}. 
We recall, that for arbitrary set diagram D : ft—• Set the following holds : 
A bound of D, (M, {<pa, d e ST}), is its limit iff for every collection {xd, d e $°} , 
Xd e Dd such that whenever 6 e D(di, d2), then D6(xax) = x&% (if D is covariant) 
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or Dd(xds) = Xdx (if it is contravariant) there exists just one x such that cpd(x) = Xd 
holds for every d e S°. 
The singleton in Set is any one-point set, the cosingleton is 0. 
I. 3. Convention 
When we say just functor, without giving its domain and range, we mean a set 
functor, i.e. a functor from Set to Set. In parts II, III (the covariant case) it means 
covariant set functor. 
Denote by QM (or PM) the covariant (or conravariant) hom-functor. Denote by 
CMPN the constant functor (p : M -> N an arbitrary mapping): 
yN if X * 0 
CMPN X ={ for arbitrary set X 
X M if X=0 
AdN if / is non-empty 
CMpNf =^-p if / 4= ido is empty for arbitrary mapping/ 
N'dM if / = ido 
Put C\ = Cipi, Co = CopOy Coi = Copi (p is the only possible mapping). 
Denote by C*o* M the contravariant constant functor: 
Ado i f / is non-empty 
y0 if X * 0 / , . . , . , , . , . 
/-• v / r>* / _ / the empty mapping to Af if / is 
X Af if X = 0 \ e m P ^ •> * ldo 
X2dM if / = *d0 
^ denotes the natural equivalence of functors. 
I. 4. No te 
Let D be a set diagram, D : ® -> 5^r, let F be a covariant functor. We say 
that F preserves the limit of D if lim FD = F lim D. We say that F preserves 
limits over S if F preserves the limit of any D : §£ -+ Set. In particular F preserves 
sums (F preserves V) if for arbitrary collection of sets {Xu i e 1} we have F(\/X) = 
iei 
= V (Fji(FXi% where ji : Xi -> V Xt is the i — th injection. Analogously F 
iei iei 
preserves unions (F preserves \J) if F( \J Xi) = \J Fjt(FXi). 
iei iei 
Let {/{, i 61 } be a collection of mappings with common domain X. The 
co-union of {/*, i e 1} is such an epimorphism / with domain X, that for every i 
there exists hi such that fi = faf, and whenever g is an epimorphism with domain X 
such that for every i there exists ki with/* = ktg, then there exists h with g = hf 
(we d e n o t e / = \J */*). Now we say that F preserves co-unions (F preserves lj*) 
iei 
if for every {/*, i e 1} we have \J* Ffi = F( \J*ft). We remark that this definition 
iei iei 
slightly differs from that, given in [4], where I #= 0 was assumed. Therefore functors, 
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preserving co-unions, are just the functors, which preserve co-unions in the sense 
of [4] and are connected (i.e. |F1| = 1). Really: idx is the co-union of an empty 
collection of mappings iff \X\ = 1. 
I. 5. No t e 
Analogously proceed for contravariant functors: let F be a contravariant 
functor. We say that F dualizes the colimit of D if lim FD = F colim D. 
I. 6. No t e 
Let F be a contravariant functor, X an arbitrary set. Let FX = 0. Then given 
an arbitrary 7 4=0 there exists a mapping / : X -> Y, and as Ff : FY - * 0 
we have FY = 0. Therefore if F + C*MQ then FX 4= 0 for every X, and for 
every couple f,g : X->Y there exists t e FY with Ff(t) = Fg(t) : let h : X - • 1, 
we have hf = hg and so, whenever t e imFh, we have Ff(t) = Fg(t). 
I. 7. No t e 
We recall from [7]: Let F be a covariant functor, denote for an arbitrary set X 
and arbitrary x eFX, If(x) £ exp X: 
IxF(x) = {Y^X,xeFJY~(FY)} 
where j y denotes the inclusion mapping from Y to X(JY(y) = y). The following 
holds: Ip(x) is a filter or for every couple of mappings / , g with common domain 
X we have Ff(x) = Fg(x). If fjA = g\A and .4 e /£(*), then F/(x) = Fg(x). 
I. 8. No te 
Let F be a contravariant functor, let u e F\ . u is a distinguished point of F 
if for every couple of mappings f,g: \ -+ X, where X is arbitrary, we have Ff(u) = 
= Fg(u). If u is a distinguished point, then for a set X denote ux = F/Xw)3 
/ : 1 -> X arbitrary. Notice that if / : X - • Y then Ff(ux) = My. 
Whenever F0 =t= 0 then F has distinguished points: let t e F0, let u = 
= Fk(t), k : 0 —• 1. Then u is distinguished, as fk = #& for every / , g : 1 —• X. 
I. 9. Theorem 
Every covariant functor is naturally equivalent with an inclusions — preserving 
functor (i.e. such a functor H that whenever Y ^ X, Y 4= 0 then FY ^ FX 
and Fj$=j$f). 
Proof: Let F be an arbitrary functor. Le ^ be an equivalence on the class of all 
couples (x, X) — X a set, xeFX — defined by (x, X) ~ (y, Y) iff X s Y 
and F/£(x) = j ; or Y £ X and Fj^(y) = *. Let 2t be a choice-class of ~ . Put 
for an arbitrary set X 4= 0, / / X = {a e «, (3 x e FX) (a — (*, X))}; put HO = F0 
Further put xx : FX -*• I/X TX(JC) = a, where a e % and a ~ (*, X); put 
To = /dW 
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Clearly rx is a bijection and so HX is a set. Let / : X\ -> X2 be an arbitrary 
mapping, Xi * 0. Put / / / : HXx-^HX2: 
Hf(a) = ft where a, ft e 3t and for some x e FX\ a ~ (x, X\) and fc ~ (Ff(x), X2); 
if / : 0 -> X put / / / = (rx)-iFf. 
Clearly Hf is a mapping from //.Xi to /LX2 and in this way we defined a 
functor / / . L e t 0 =1= X £ y , then clearly / / X c HY and //;£(<*) = <* for every 
a e HX, i.e. Hjx = JHX- We shall conclude the proof by showing that r : F -> H 
is a transformation — then it is necessarily a natural equivalence. 
T * -
FXi • HXi 
Ff Hf 
rx* 
FX2 > HX2 
Let / : Xi -> X2, 0 * XTi, let r e FXX. Then r
x*(Ff(t)) = a, where 
a e 8 ( , f l ^ (F/(r), X2) and Hf(r
x*(t)) = ///(d), where d e % d~(ty Xi) and we 
have Hf(d) = a. Therefore r is a transformation. 
I. 10. Convention 
Clearly if F - F and G ^ G' then A(F, G) ^ ^(.F', G;). Therefore we 
shall assume throughout the sections II and III (the covariant case) that F preserves 
inclusions and we shall work with F "up to natural equivalence". On the other hand, 
from technical reasons, we shall work with the concrete choice of the functor G. 
I. 11. Convention 
Denote • : A(F, G) -> Set the forgetful functor, assigning to every (X, w) 
its underlying set X and to every morphism its underlying mapping. 
I. 12. No t e 
Let p : .4 -> B be a mapping. We denote imp = {p(a), a eA}. We recall 
from [7] that for an arbitrary covariant, inclusions-preserving functor F we have: 
im Fp = Fimp, and arbitrary non-empty X, Y : F(X f) Y)= FXf] FY. 
The constant mapping p : A -> B to b(b eB) is sometimes denoted by 
const b. The restriction of a mapping r : A -> B to a set C ^ A is denoted by 
r/C(:C-^J5). 
I I . The Covariant Case — Cosingleton 
II . 1. Propos i t ion 
A(F, G) has a cosingleton preserved by • iff either F preserves cosingleton 
(i.e. F0 = 0) or G = Ci. 
Proof: A cosingleton, preserved by • is an object with empty underlying set. 
If F0 = 0 or G = Ci, then there exists just one such object and it can be easily 
seen that this is the cosingleton. 
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On the other hand let A(F, G) have a cosingleton (0, co) and let F0 4= 0. Then 
clearly GO =# 0 (as co : F0 -> GO) and so either G = Ci or there exists a set X 
with \GX\ > 1. If so, let x,yeGX, x #= y; as (0, co) is the consingleton, we have 
p : (0, co) -> (X, const x) and /> : (0, co) -> (K, const jy) where p : 0 -> X is the 
empty mapping. But this is a contradiction because then for arbitrary t e F0 we 
have Gp co(t) = (const x) Fp(t) = x and at the same time Gp co(t) = y. 
I I . 2. P r o p o s i t i o n 
If A (F, G) has a cosingleton, not preserved by • , then G is equivalent with 
a co variant homfunctor. 
Proof : As a consequence of the preceding proposition F0 =N 0 and so FX =t= 0 
for all sets X. Let (B, coo) be the the cosingleton of A(F, G) (B #= 0). Let t eFB 
be arbitrary, put f = coo(0- As w e recalled in I. 7., IcdO is a filter or for every 
couple of mappings f, g with the same range and with the domain B we have 
F/(f) = Fg(ij). Let us exclude the latter: clearly GB #= 0 and G =t= Gi and so 
there exists a set C with |GC| > 1, let x, y e GC, x =# y; as (H, coo) is a cosin-
gleton, there exists f : (B, coo) —• (C, const x) and g : (B, co0) —• (C, const -y). 
Hence F/coo = const x, in particular Ffcoo(t) = Ff(£) = x and at the same time 
Fg(£) — y- Therefore IQ(£) is a filter. Let us prove, that it is closed under inter-
sections, in other words that M e IG(£)> where M = f| IG(f). If this were not the 
case, then clearly for every set X e IG(£) there would exist a point x e X with 
X — {x} eIid). But this leads to a contradiction: There exists a unique 
f : (B, coo) —• (B, const f). As then Gfcoo = const £ we have £ 6 MW Gf = 
= GjfmfG(imf) and so imf e !%(£). There exists x e im f with imf — {x} eIcf(f) 
and (from the same reasons) there exists y e imf — {x} with nw f — {x,.y} 6 IcKl). 
Let h : B -> B be the transposition of x and /yh(#) = -y, h(y) = x, otherwise 
h = id). As hjim f— {x, y} = idjim f — {x> y} we have Fh(S) = Fida(S) = S 
(see 1.7). Therefore hf is a morphism from (B, coo) to (B, const f) (as Gfcoo = 
= const (y Ff= const £, we have Gf/Ym coo = const | and as Gh(£) = £ we have 
also G(fh)coo = const £). But that is a contradiction with the unicity off, as hf 4= f. 
Therefore Afe/g(f) , i.e. there exists f'eGAf with G;'5(f) = f. Clearly 
/£(£') = {M} (because M = f| TO). 
Let us show that G is equivalent with QA/. Yoneda lemma guarantees the 
existence of a transformation r : QM —• G such that r
M(idM) = £'; we have then 
Td¥(/) = Qf(£')- Verify that r is a natural equivalence: 
(1) T is a monotransformation. If not so, then there would exist mappings 
*, /: M -> X, k * /, with T*(*) = T*( / ) . AsT*(fc) = Gfc(f')> T *(0 = G / ( 0 
we would have G*(f') = G/(f') = £ *. Then *, / : (M, const f ) -> (X, const f •). 
Now denote £ the unique morphism from (B,co0) to (M, const f ) . Then 
,%, /# : (i?, co0) -> (.M, const f ) and necessarily kg = fe\ But this is a contradiction, 
as clearly £' e *m G^ and so zm g e IG (f') = {Af } and so # is an epimorphism. 
(2) T is an epitransformation. Let X be an arbitrary set, x e GX. We shall 
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show that x e im xx. L e t / be the unique morphism from (B, coo) to (-K, const x). 
Then x*(fjM) = G(fjM) (£') = G/(f) = Gf(co0(t) = (const x) Ff(t) = x. Therefore 
T is a natural equivalence of G and QM> 
II. 3. Propos i t ion 
A(F, G) has a cosingleton as soon as there exists a set D such that \D\> \M\. \FD\\ 
holds. The cardinality of the underlying set of the cosingleton then equals to the, 
least cardinal rt, for which n = \M\ . \Fn\ holds. 
II. 4. No te 
The following proof of II. 3 gives an algorithm for constructing the cosingleton 
— in fact whenever FO 4= 0 and A(F, G) has a cosingleton, then it can be con-
structed in this way. ' ' v 
Proof of II. 3.: Consider any set D with fD|>|Af| . \FD\. There clearly exists 
a mapping co : FD -> QM(D) such that 
(1) for every t eFD the mapping co(t) (from M to D) is infective 
(2) for every couple ti, *2 e FD, ri =# t^ we have im co(ti) f) im co(t2) = 0. 
If FO = 0, we obtain the proposition as a consequence of II. 1 (put D = 
= n = 0). If FO 4= 0, then there is a distinguished point ueFl (see I. 8). 
Define a transfinite sequence of subsets of D (<5, y arbitrary ordinals): 
Bo = im CO(UD) 
By = U U *** G>(0 if- 7 > 0. 
<5>y teFBd 
As 71 < 72 implies BVl c By% there clearly exists an ordinal 70 such that BVo = 
= By<t+i. Put B = By9. Then for every t eFB and every meM co(i) (m) eB 
and so cojFB : FB -> QM(B). Put co0 = co/FB. We shall show that (B} co0) is the 
cosingleton. 
Let (X, cox) be an arbitrary object of (A(F, G). Let us define for every ordinal 
d a mapping /a : Bd-> X: 
let p eBo (i.e. p = CO(UD) (m) for some m eM) then put fo(p) = cox(ux)(m); 
let / j be already defined for all d < 7, let p e By (i.e. p = co(i) (m), where 
teBp, ft < y, meM) then put fv(p) = cox(Ffp(p)) (m). 
As co has the properties (1) and (2) from above, this definition is correct. 
Notice that if 71 < y2 then/Vl = fyJBVl. Put / = fVo ( = fy9+i). We shall prove that 
(a) / is a morphism from (B, coo) to (X, cox), i.e. that for every t e FB 
fco0(t) = cox(Ff(t)) 
COO 
FB • QM(B) 
Ff Qмf 
(b) / is unique. 
cox 
FX • QM(X) 
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(a) Let meAf.. bearbitrary, we shall show that f((o0(t) (m)) = (ox(Ff(t))(m). 
As teFB = FBy, we have f((oo(t)(m)) = fVo+i((o0(t) (m)) = (ox(Ffv,(t)) (m) = 
= (ox(Ff(t)(m). 
(b) Let g : (B, (o0) -> (X, cox). We shall verify that for every ordinal 6 
g!B6 = fd = flB6. First let d = 0, p e B0 (i.e. p = (o(uD) (m)), then 
fo((o(uD) (m)) '•== <ox(ux) (m), on the other hand (oxFg = QMg (o0 and so 
g((o(uD) (m)) = (QMg (oo) (uD) (m) -= (ox(Fg(uD)) (m) = (ox(ux) (m); second let/j = 
= gfB6 for all 6 <y, let peBv (i.e. p = (o(t)(m), teBp, /? < y, meM), 
then/v(/>) = (ox(Ff0(t)) (m) = (ox(Fg(t)) (m) = (QMg (o0) (t) (m) = g((o(t) (m)) =g(p). 
So (B, (o0) is a cosingleton. 
Now let us verify that \B\ = \M\ . \FB\ and whenever \X\ = \M\ . \FX\ then 
|X|>|.B|. The latter is clear: notice that we can start this proof instead with D, 
with any X such that \X\ = \M\ . \FX\, then we get a cosingleton (.6', co0) with 
B' c X. (Of course |B'| = |fl|.) Further let us show that B = [) im (o0(t); hence, 
teFB 
in virtue of the properties (1) and (2) of co, we shall obtain, |£ | = \M\ . \FB\. 
Put C = U im m(t), put Bi = (Bx{l}) \J ((B - C)X{0}), put f,g:B^ 
teFB 
Ab, 1) if beC 
^Bi,f(b) = (b,l), g(b)=C 
\b,0) if beB- C. 
As imf f| img= C x {1} we have im Ff f] im Fg = F(C X {1}) (see I. 12) and 
as Ff and Fg are injections and Ff/FC = FglFC(f/C = g/C), it follows that 
whenever Ff(x) = Fg(y) then x = y. Therefore it is correct to put coi : FBi —• 
-+QMBI, coi(Ff(x))=f((o0(x)), (oi(Fg(x)) = g((o0(x)) for all xeFB, otherwise 
(oi arbitrary. Clearly both / and g are morphisms from (B, coo) to (Bi, (oi) and so 
f=g. This implies C = B, which concludes the proof. 
II . 5. Theorem 
A(F, G) h.is a cosingleton if and only if 
— either F preserves cosingleton (i.e. FO = 0) 
— or for some M,G ^ QM and there exists a set D with \D\ = \M\ . \FD\. 
Proof: The sufficiency follows from II. 1 and II. 3. 
To prove the necessity, it is enough — due to II. 1 and II. 2 — to show that 
if A(F,QM) has a
; cosingleton (B,(o0) then \B\ = \M\ . \FB\. 
Let Fi bea1;{ib ifunctorofP3PiX= (J Ff(FB) for every X; if p : X -> Y, 
:•!.-: i : - . f ! i f.B-*X 
Fip = Fp/FiX. Clearly FiB = FB and so (B, co0) is an object in A(Fi, QM). 
There exists a set D with \D\ > \M\ . \FD\ (in fact obviously for every set X, 
\FiX\ < \XB\ . \FB\ holds, and so any infinite cardinal bigger then \2B\ ; \M\ and 
|FJ5| will do). Therefore, in virtue of II. 3, A(Fi, QM) has a consingleton with 
an underlying set, the cardinality of which n fulfils n = \M\ . \Fn\. Now, it suffices 
to be shown, that in fact (B, (o0) is the cosingleton of A(Fi, QM), because then 
|B| = \M\ . |Fi.B| = \M\ . \FB\. 
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Given (X, oo) an arbitrary object of A(Fi, QM)> let oo' : FX -> QMX be an 
arbitrary mapping such that oo' jFiX = oo. Then there exists a unique / : (.6, coo) -> 
-> (X, oo') in A(F, QM). It is easy to see, that / : (B> coo) - • (X, oo) in A(Fi, QM) 
and that it is unique. Therefore (B, coo) is the consingleton of A(Fi, QM)> 
III. The Covariant Case—-Cocompletness 
First, we recall the main results from the papers [3] and [4]: 
III . 1. Def ini t ion 
A functor F is excessive if there exists a cardinal n such that if X is a set with 
\X\ > n then \FX\ > \X\. 
III. 2. Proposit ion (GCH) 
A(F, G) has sums (finite sums) if and only if one of the following cases occurs: 
(1) F preserves sums (finite sums resp.). 
(2) F preserves unions (finite unions resp.) and either G is naturally equivalent 
with a hom-functor or it preserves co-unions. 
(3) F is non-exce$sive and G is naturally equivalent with a hom-functor. 
(4) Either G s. CMI for some M and FO = 0, or G -̂  Co, Ci, or Coi. 
The sums are preserved by • just in cases (1) and (4). 
III. 3. Proposit ion 
A(F, _G) has coequalizers if and only if either F preserves coequalizers or G 
preserves co-unions. The coequalizers are preserved by • if and only if F preserves 
coequalizers or G -̂  CMPI for some M. 
It is well-known that a category is cocomplete iff it has sums, coequalizers and 
a cosingleton. Thus the results from the part II together with the propositions 
above enable us to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the cocompletness 
of the category A(F, G). (The same holds for the finite sums and finite cocom-
pletness.) 
To make the condition simpler, we shall assume that both functors F and G are 
non-constant, though there is no difficulty — of course — in considering also the 
case of one or both functors being constant (the assumption of non-constantness 
was never made above). 
III . 4. Theorem (GCH) 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the cocompletness of the category 
A(F, G) with F, G non-constant is expressed by the following table, where + stands 
for: it is cocomplete, • for: it is cocomplete and all colimits are preserved by • 




F does not preseгve V 
F preserves U F does not 
preserve U FO = 0 FO + 0 
G eo Qм for some M D + 
+ iff 
|D| = |ЛÍ|.|FD| 





for eveгy M 
G preserves U* П + — — 
G does not 
preserve U* D — — — 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the finite cocompletness is expressed 
by the same table, in which "F preserves V (or (J)" would be changed to " i 7 pre­
serves countable V (or countable (J resp.)." 
Proof: We omit the proof because it is an easy but laborious consequence of the 
preceding results, in case of using the following notes (F is an arbitrary covariant 
functor): 
(1) F preserves coequalizers iff it preserves countable unions (see [8]), 
(2) if F preserves (J (or countable (J or finite (J) then F preserves V (or 
countable V or finite V) iff F does not have distinguished points (in particular then 
FO = 0!), see [7], 
(3) all QM preserve (J* (see [7]), 
(4) if F is non-excessive then for an arbitrary set M there exists a set D such 
that |D| = \M\ . \FD\. 
III. 5. N o t e 
We recall from [7] and [8]: 
(1) F preserves V iff F is equivalent with a sum of the identity functors. 
(2) F preserves (J iff F ~ Fi V P2 where F± preserves V and F2 is constant. 
(3) All subfunctors of hom-functors preserve (J* but there are others, too. 
(4) Assuming the non-existence of meassurable cardinals, every functor, which 
preserves countable V (or countable (J)? preserves all V (all (J resp.). 
IV. The Contravariant Case 
IV. 1. Theorem 
Let F and G be contravariant functors, F =f= Co\M> - e t -9o be a diagram in Set. 
Then A(Fy G) has colimits of all diagrams D in A(F, G) for which D 0 = • D 
holds if and only if G dualizes the colimit of Do. The colimits are then preserved 
by •• 
Proof: Let Do : $t-> Set be an arbitrary set diagram; without loss of generality 
we can assume that Do is covariant. 
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(a) Let $ is not empty. 
First let us prove the necessity: 
Denote by (K, {<pd> d e S°}) the colimit of D0 in Set. Clearly (GK, {G<pd, 
d e SE°}) is a bound of GDo in Set. It is our task to show that this is the limit of 
GD0. Let {xd, d e S°}, Xd e GDo(d) be any such collection that for every 
d e £(di, d2) we have GDo(d) (d%) = di. We are to show that there exists a unique 
x e GK such that G<pd(x) = xd for all d e S° (see I. 2). 
Clearly for every d e $(di, d£) GD0(d) is a morphism from (Dfa), const #dt) 
to (D(d{), const XrfJ and so we may define a diagram D : S -* A(F, G) by 
£)(</) = (D(d). const *<*) for every de®° and QD = D0. 
GD0(d) Pxrf 
T const Xd 
FD0(d) ^ J 
Due to the pressumptions D has a colimit in A(F, G), let it be ((//, co), 
{T^, d e ST}). Then (//, {rd, d e S°}) is a cobound of Do in Set and so there 
exists h : K-+H with T* = %d . Let t eFH be arbitrary (as P #= CJ, FH =f= 0), 
put A: = Gh(co(t)). Then x is the point we are looking for: for every de£° 
G<pd(x) = G(h<pd) co(t) = GtdOj(t) = const x^ PTd(r) = .x^. 
FH -> GH 
Frd Grđ 
const Xd 
FD(d) > GD(d) 
Moreover x is unique: Given y e GK with G<pd(y) = x. Then both 
((K, const x\ {<pd, d e ®°}) and ((K, const y), {<pd, d e ®°}) form a cobound of D 
in A(F> G) and so there exist morphisms kx> ky from (//, co) to (^, const x) 
(or (AT, const y), resp.) such that kxrd = kyrd = <pd for all d e S°. Now kxh,kyh 
are mappings from Kto K such that &:chc/te =- ^Td = 9?̂  (analogously kyh<pd = <pd) 
and because (K, {<pd, d e S°}) is the colimit of Do clearly kxh = kyh = idn. 
Let f be such that g eFK and P£s(f) = Fky(£) (see I. 6). Then x = G(&sh) (*) = 
= G/iG^ const x(£) = GhcoFkx(£) = Gha)Fky(£) = GhGAjy const ;y(f) = -y. 
Second let us prove the sufficiency and the preservation by • : Let D : ® -> 
-> ^4(P, G) be arbitrary diagram with Do = [JD. We have to show the existence 
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of such a coo : FK -> GK that ((K, coo), {(pd, d e $ °}) is the colimit of D in 
A(F, G). Denote D(d) = (Xd, cod) for every d e $° . 
As (GK, {G(pd, d e $£°}) is the limit of GDo (due to the pressumptions) there 
clearly exists for every u e FK a unique xu e GK such that for every J e f 
we have G(pd(xu) = cod(F(pd(u)). Put coo(u) = xu. Then clearly ((_K, coo), 
{cpd, d e $£0}) is a cobound of D. Let us show that it is a colimit. Let ((L, co), 
{y>d, d e $°}) be an arbitrary cobound of D in A(F, G). As (L, {xpd, d e S°}) is 
a cobound of Do there exists a unique / : K -> L with Ap̂  = \pd for all d e ®°. 
Clearly for every d, Gcpd Glco = cod(FcpdFl), i.e. for every t e FL Gcpd Gl co(t) = 
= codFcpdFl(t) — but when we notice how coo was defined, we shall find that then 
cooFl(t) = Glco(t) for all t eFL and so cooFl = Glco and so / : (K, coo) -> (L, co). 
The unicity is clear, 
(b) Let ® is empty. 
We are to prove that A(F, G) has a cosingleton iff \G0\ = 1, and that the 
cosingleton has empty underlying set. 
If |G0| = 1, then there exists just one object with underlying set 0 and it is 
easy to verify that this is the cosingleton. 
If \GO\ 4= 1 then A(F, G) does not have cosingleton — either GO = 0 and 
then G = CQ and so A(F, G) is empty (we assume F =|= Co), or |G0| > 1 
and then let xu X2 e GO, x± 4= X2, let (B, co) be a cosingleton in A(F, G), let /<: 
(B, co) -> (0, const Xi) i = 1,2 — this would mean that B = 0, / i =f2 = ido and 
*i = *2 — that is a contradiction. 
IV . 2. Co l lo ra ry 
A(F, G) with F, G contravariant, F 4- CQM, has all colimits of diagrams over 
a scheme ^ iff G dualizes colimits over ®. 
In particular A(F, G) is cocomplete iff G is equivalent to a contravariant 
horn-functor. 
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